
 

 

St. Sampson High School  
Subject Curriculum Overview  

Department Music HoD STT 

Intent  

 

We aim to be a lively department that is at the very heart of the school, where effective learning and the development of  young 
people  takes place.We believe that students deserve a broad and ambitious music curriculum, rich in skills and knowledge, which 
ignites curiosity and enjoyment. Our music curriculum will give students the opportunity to express their thoughts and emotions, use 
magination, experimentation and develop their own creative style. All students will develop their skills in resilience and discipline, 
reflectiveness and an increased ability to be able to respond thoughtfully and constructively to others.  Students will experience a 
variety of musical genres and it is this breadth of experience which will  enable them to participate and respond to the creative and 
cultural life of their communities.  

 

Big Ideas 

 
➔ Ensure Creative ideas can be realised 

in response to different stimuli 
➔ Moods and Music - how combinations 

of sounds can evoke different moods 
➔ Develop the understanding that 

designing, creating and performing 
require discipline and control 

➔ To develop an understanding of music 
over time and from different cultures. 

➔ To develop an understanding that 
accepted forms and conventions can 
give structure and purpose to artistic 
works but can be adapted and 
changed. 

 

Key tier 2 and 3 vocabulary  

KS3 
Tempo, Silence, Pitch, Rhythm, Pulse 
Dynamics, Timbre, Texture, Chord, 
Ostinato, Bass, Structure, Unison, 
Melody, Phrase, Composition, 
Performance, Pentatonic, sharp, 
flat,major, minor, accompaniment, 
improvisation, dissonance, sustained. 
 
KS4 
KS 4 Keywords List 

Enrichment or 
Opportunities for 

 At SSHS we believe the extra- curricular enrichment complements and enhances the  classroom Curriculum, offering opportunities 
for all students to extend and develop their skills. Our department is inclusive and welcoming and there is a wide range of activities 
on offer which are adapted to suit student interests.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yrX4SxN9d5DtuBWrivTp6IYq7yZDItU7/edit


 

out of class 
learning 

All Students have the opportunity to take music lessons, play instruments and sing regularly in class and there is  a yearly 
programme of performance opportunities both within the school and the wider community.  Students develop confidence and enjoy 
the opportunity to showcase their work and are taught to respect and be considerate to each other when listening to performances 
. We are passionate about our learners feeling proud of their work and will praise and encourage all students. The staff of the school 
are also encouraged to be involved wherever possible and this heightens our sense of community. 
      Some of our regular groups  include Orchestra, Choir, Chamber Orchestra, Chamber Choir, Boys vocal group, ukuleles, guitar, pop 
bands,recorders and Stage Sound, but others are organised as appropriate including Musical Theatre productions. All students have 
access to  a fully equipped Music technology suite that is used as part of the KS3 and KS4 curriculum and as an extra -curricular 
opportunity. 

Links to Rights 
Respecting School 

articles 12,3,12,13,14,24,30,31 

The key aspects of pupil 
achievement 

Knowledge 
What should students 
know? 

Understanding 
What should students 
understand? 

Skills 
What should students be 
able to do? 

By age 11 students 
should 

Knowledge, 
Understanding 
& Skills 

 

       Pupils show their knowledge, skills and understanding in studies and be able to: 
➔ Create and compose simple melodies and accompaniments using instruments, voice and digital 

resources. 
➔ To recognise different musical elements. 
➔ To use Graphic Notation to support composing and performing. 
➔ To listen carefully and respond to Music demonstrating understanding 
➔ To recognise different origins, contexts and purposes of Music Education - beginning to use Music 

vocab 
➔ To describe contrasting moods, emotions and styles, showing an understanding of how the 

composer and performer has achieved that effect. 
 

KS3 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 

Implement 
   Autumn 

 Developing 
Keyboard skills. 
 
Find C-B (white 
notes); use 
voice/style/single 
finger chord 
functions; 

Basic rhythms and 
musical elements 
explored through 
Percussion. 
 
Pulse; 
rhythm;notation; 

Chromatic notes 
 
Further development of 
Keyboard skills extending 
to all notes; chromatic 
scale. 

Pentatonic Scale  
 
Binary/Ternary 
structures;  relate to 
range of world music 
styles 

Popular Song 
Structure 
 
 Perform as part of a 
band; 4 chord songs; 
awareness of  pop 
song structure  

Popular Song 
Structure 
 
Chord sequences; 
structure; bass line; 
riff; melody 



 

awareness of how 
parts fit together 

awareness of how 
parts fit together. 
 

Assessment 

 
Individual Keyboard 
performances 

 
Small group 
performances and 
compositions. 

 
Individual Keyboard 
Performances 
 

 
Paired Performance 
Individual Composition 

 
Class and small group 
performances 

 
Individual/paired 
Music Technology 
composition 

Implement 
Spring 

Guitar Skills 
D and A chords; 
ensemble 

Exploring Melody 

identifying and 

using melodic 

features 

Guitar Skills 

Em and G chords 

Reading Tablature 

Types of guitar 

China 
 
Joining melody and 
accompaniment; 
pentatonic scale; 
traditional Chinese 
music and instruments. 

Broken Chords 
 
Perform and 
Compose pieces using 
broken chord 
technique in different 
genres. 

Ground Bass 
 
Pachelbel’s Canon 
explored  through a 
variety of musical 
genres 

Assessment 

 
Class and small 
group performances 

 

Individual 

Composition 

 
Class/small group/individual 
performances 

 
Individual/paired Music 
Technology 
Composition 

 
Individual 
Performance and  
Composition 

 
Individual/small group 
Arrangement/perform
ance. 

Implement 
Summer 

Rhythm 

Notation; 

awareness of how 

parts fit together; 

Exploring drum kit, 

word rhythms and 

Samba. 

Egypt 

Pulse; rhythm; 

ostinato; melody 

using hijaz scale; 

layering; 

introduction to 

music technology. 

Blues 
 
blues scale, chord pattern, 
bass line, joining melody and 
accompaniment, swing 
rhythms, improvisation 

Modes 

Dorian mode; waltz and 

jazz waltz; focus on 

melodic features 

Film Music 
 
Explore, use and 
recognise a wide 
range of musical 
devices and how 
they are used in 
different film 
genres. 

Film Music 

Working as a film 

composer - Composing 

music for a moving 

image. 

Assessment 

 

Notated rhythms 

 

Individual/Paired 

Music Technology 

composition 

 
 
Class and small  group 
performance 
Individual  composition (with 
music technology option) 

 

Individual/paired Music 

technology composition 

 
individual/paired 
performance 
activities. 
 

 

Individual/paired 

music technology 

composition 



 

Variety of 

performance 

contexts. 

Individual/paired 
composition 

By age 14 students 
should 

Knowledge 
Understanding 
Skills 

 

 Pupils show their knowledge, skills and understanding in studies and be able to: 
 
➔ Create and compose for a specific purpose in a range of styles using a variety of musical resources - vocal and digital. 
➔ To combine different musical elements and understand how they combine together. 
➔ Show some knowledge of formal musical notation. 
➔ To listen carefully and respond to music analysing how different musical elements are combined. 
➔ To communicate appreciation of origin, context and purpose using music vocab. 
➔ To analyse, describe and compare different types of musical genres and styles using appropriate musical vocab. 

 

KS4 Year 10 Year 11 

Implement 
Autumn 

Musical elements - relate to MAD T SHIRT explored through a variety of 

performing and composing activities 

Notation- aspects of music theory 

Solo performance 

Christmas Arrangements - revisiting harmony skills. 

Topic work (from Rhythms of the world) 

Research options for and start composition 2  (Practical component) 

Topic work (Rhythms of the World/Concerto through Time/Film/Pop) 

Ensemble Performance 

Listening exam preparation - aural skills 

 

Assessment 

A variety of individual and small group performing and composing tasks. 

Individual music theory work and recorded solo performance 

 

Practice Exam questions 

Performance 



 

Implement 
Spring 

Composition coursework (Integrated Assignment) 

Solo performance/sequencing coursework 

Topic work (Rhythms of the World/Concerto through Time/Film) 

 

Finish composition 2 (Practical component) 

Finish all Performing work 

Listening exam preparation and revision of all topic work. 

Assessment 

 

Individual topic work/key word/ theory knowledge s/Performance 

preparation 

 

composing and performing work marked and moderated 

Implement 
Summer 

Finish Composition 1(Integrated assignment) 

Record 1  performance piece/complete sequencing 

Topic work (Rhythms of the World/Concerto through Time/Film/Pop) 

Prepare for year 10 exam 

 

Listening Exam preparation and final exam. 

Assessment 

 

Individual topic work/key word/ theory knowledge /Performance 

preparation 

Composition 1 marked 

 

 

By age 16 students 
should 

Knowledge 
Understanding 
Skills 

➔ Have developed Solo and Ensemble performing skills to at least Grade 3 standard  
➔ Have developed Composition skills  to produce coherent pieces which use the musical elements confidently 
➔ Be able to individually  plan and refine compositional ideas 
➔ Use more complex language when describing music 



 

 

 

➔ Recognise features and use knowledge to be able to analyse different musical contexts and styles 
 


